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LINK up to nine devices to
this Bluetooth beauty and play tunes at
the touch of a button, home or away.
It’s a no-strings speaker which, once

you’ve charged it up, can be folded
shut and taken anywhere in a case
which doubles as a stand, iPad-style.
It works at the touch of a button with

iPhone, Android, Blackberry or other
Bluetooth device – plus there’s an aux
slot should you want to use an old
iPod for example.
Once it’s connected, you can use

your handheld to control the volume
as well as skipping tracks within a
range of around 35ft (it works best
with no walls in the way).

Colours
Sound quality, as you would expect

from Bose, is fantastic and the battery
is good for up to eight hours of non-
stop music between charges.
It’s compact enough to travel with,

measuring around 13cm x 24.5cm x
5cm and weighing in at just under
1.5kg. The price differences are for the
chrome and matt finishes.
The wrap-around case is available in

five colours, from dark grey to brighter
red and orange.
If you get a call while it’s playing, it

automatically cuts out and resumes
when you’re finished to save you
having to dive for the off switch to stop
everybody listening in.
And don’t be fooled by the size – the

Bose boffins have made sure you
don’t lose out on sound with a
booming output big enough to get any
summer party going.
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USE this so you can keep up to date
with the biggest viral videos doing
the rounds.
Also get tips for best themed blogs

and share text, videos and links to
your social
networks.
I t e v en

works with
Instapaper for
offline reading
of cool stuff
you see but
don’t have
time for.

JOIN The Sun’s science expert on a
journey through space, watch more
than 150 minutes of BBC video, view
hundreds of
snaps in a
galactic gal-
lery, check
out animated
info-graphics
and read the
story of the
universe.

TOP10
GAMES

IT’S the underground sweatbox that
changed the face of clubbing in
Scotland . . . and this month the Sub
Club celebrates 25 YEARS at the
cutting edge of beats and bass.
From its humble beginnings play-

ing soul, funk and hip-hop in 1987, it
went on to embrace the emerging
sounds of house and techno.
And since the early 90s it’s been

THE place for discerning clubbers to
hear the freshest tracks — whether
deployed from the record boxes of
long-serving resident DJs Harri and
Domenic Cappello, or the creme de
la creme of the international scene.
Domenic — who joined the team

in 1993 — said: “I still get that same

feeling walking into the club now as I
did back in the first week. The crowd
is always changing, but the one
thing that is constant is the vibe.”
A host of big names from the

Sub’s past are returning over the
next month to help them celebrate.
The legendary OPTIMO crew are

back tonight — a rare Friday outing
rather than their traditional Sunday.
Tomorrow Berlin house hero

DIXON spins alongside Harri and
Domenic at Subculture, while the fol-
lowing Saturday will see Motor City
marvel OMAR S tear it up.
The Sensu crew take over on

Friday, April 20 with the mighty
SETH TROXLER in tow — plus

they’re hosting minimal queen
MAGDA on May 4.
SFTW can exclusively reveal that

deep disco kingMARK E is playing on
Sunday, April 22, the big guns are
wheeled out —MATTHEWDEAR and
ANDREWWEATHERALL on April 28,
and CARL CRAIG, in his 69 guise,
brings the curtain down on May 5.
Q For info on all the parties see
subclub1987.com
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THINK Angry Birds with bombs –
you place charges at specific points
to knock down structures.
Work your way through 210 levels

in 14 colourful
locations in
this app. It is
riding high in
the freebie
chart and
already has
1 . 5 m i l l i o n
p l a y e r s
around the
globe.
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RELEASED to plug the Material Girl’s
new MDNA tour. You can get news,
song clips, videos, buy tracks and get
involved in
Madge chatter
with this colour-
ful download.
fans will lap it
up, especially
the Fan Wall
where a l l
t h i n g s
Madonna can
be discussed.

PLAN runs, get mixes, work out
the calories burnt and the speed
and distance you’ve covered with
new running tunes app from Minis-
try of Sound. It’s packed with
h a n d y
Q&As on
what to eat
etc, and
logs your
history and
health so
you see
how you
improve.

MIX photos with video to create
images which come alive, such as a
sheep walking around a field or
pages of a book flicking.
Either import from your library or

take new
snaps and
clips to work
with.
Then post

your best to
your social
networks to
wow your
friends.

1. SLAM @ The Arches, Glasgow,
tomorrow: Celebrating 20 years since
the city’s original techno extravaganza
kicked off at the venue, original resi-
dents Stuart MacMillan and Orde
Meikle, aka Slam, are reunited with
old favourite Laurent Garnier.
Berlin’s Ben Klock also joins
them in the DJ booth.
2. COLOURS @ Arches/
O2 Academy, Glasgow,

tonight and Sunday: A double dose
of Colours action for Easter weekend.
First up, chart-conquering Italian
superstar Benny Benassi hits The
Arches, before Axwell from the world’s
hottest dance act, Swedish House

Mafia, takes over the Academy.
3. MUSIKA @ Liquid Room,
Edinburgh, tomorrow: A
marathon five-hour set from
Detroit DJ supergroup Vision-

quest — Ryan Crosson, Seth Troxler,
Shaun Reeves and Lee Curtiss.
4. SPEKTRUM @ Reading Rooms,
Dundee, tomorrow: James Zabiela
takes a break from his superclub
dates to rock a more intimate bash.
5. TWISTED KALEIDOSCOPE@ Ice
Factory, Perth, tomorrow: A rare
slice of quality house with Glasgow’s
Milton Jackson joining Garry Traill,
Findlay Jamieson and Gregor Scott.

1. FIFA Street; 2. Mass Effect 3;
3. Tiger Woods PGA Tour 13; 4.
Resident Evil: Operation
Raccoon City; 5. FIFA 12;
6. Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate

Ninja Storm Generations;
7. Call Of Duty 3: Modern
Warfare 3; 8. Battlefield 3;
9. Mario & Sonic At The London
2012 Olympic Games; 10. SSX

THIS promises to turn any song in
your archive into readable chords
and tabs. It’s by no means the fin-
ished article – but once they iron out
the problems it could be huge. It’s
l i k e a
Shazam for
people who
want to
know how
to p lay
songs. You
can alter
the tempos
to help too.
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WE’VE got three pairs of tickets to give
away for Subculture next Saturday,
April 14, where Detroit house hero
Omar S, pictured, is joining Harri and
Domenic behind the decks. To be in
with a shot, just tell me: What’s the
name of Omar’s record label? Email
your answer to tom.churchill
the-sun.co.uk by midnight
tonight. Usual Scottish
Sun rules apply.

RUNNING TRAX
iPhone

WIN
Subculture tickets

IT’S been called the ultimate sketch-
book for the iPad – and now it’s
been optimised to let you produce
even better images on the new iPad.
It won’t make your stick men look

amazing . . . but if you’re into your
art and can draw, there are plenty of
great new features to take your work
up a notch.
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GUITAR VISION
iPhone/iPad

WHIGS & RAKES
WHO: Kitty Hall (vocals/
guitar), Taylor White
(guitar), Harrison White
(drums)
WHERE: Perth
FOR FANS OF: Yeah
Yeah Yeahs, The Xcerts,
Biffy Clyro
JIM SAYS: You can’t
avoid thinking White
Stripes with these Perth
teenagers — not that they
actually sound like the
American blues-rockers.
The Stripes’ Meg and

Jack White claimed to be
brother and sister before it
was revealed they’d
actually been married.
The Whigs’ Taylor and

Harrison White actually
are brothers, but like The
White Stripes their line-up
features no bass guitar.
Taylor told me: “With no

bassist, I use a lot of amps
and pedals, and we think it
works for us. It’s always
nice when people seem
confused to see no bassist
on stage!”
They actually started life

as an instrumental duo
before Kitty came along
on vocals.
And it’s her Scottish

voice that gives Whigs &
Rakes a bit of an edge.
Coupled with the strong

instrumentation, the over-
all effect is fantastic, creat-
ing a really exciting sound.
While at Perth High

School the trio got their first
hint of the spotlight, when
they got involved with the
BBC Blast project for
young people to get a taste
of the creative industries.
They’d actually got the

audition after their first per-
formance as a two-piece

and had only rehearsed
with Kitty the day before
the audition!
Taking their name from

a chapter in a history book
about the infamous Hellfire
Clubs of the 18th century,
Whigs & Rakes released
their debut album Acclima-
tize last December.
Taylor said: “We

recorded the album last
summer at our local Clear-
water Studios with Tom
Mitchell. Then it was mas-
tered by Ed Woods (Manic
Street Preachers, Idlewild,
Bloc Party) in London.
“We were super happy

with how the tracks came
out and also we were
lucky that Kitty was able to
do all the artwork herself.
We’ve had a bunch of nice
reviews and most people
who buy it seem to like it.

Radio
“We now really just want

to get it out more so that
more people can hear it.
“We’ve had a few good

bits of radio play as well
and we really hope that
side of things grows.”
Tracks like Scottish Wea-

ther and Swim give them a
good grounding to take
things forward.
They’re shortly moving

to Glasgow and hope that
will be the “key to opening
the next level”.
Taylor told me: “There

seems to be a really cool
network of bands in
Glasgow — and we can’t
wait to be part of it.”
MORE: facebook.com/
whigsandrakes
Q Jim’ll be playing Whigs &
Rakes on In:Demand Uncut
— Sunday 7-10pm on Clyde
1, Forth One, Northsound 1,
Radio Borders, Tay FM,
West FM & West Sound FM.

ELSEWHERE INCLUBLAND...
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CINEMAGRAM
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